
 

DAKAR- The Final Deep Dive 
 No Men Left Behind 

Events Surrounding the Disappearance of an Israeli Submarine Featured in Upcoming 
Original Television Docu-Drama 

50 years ago this past January— one day before they were to surface in Haifa — 69 Israeli 
crewmen of the WWII British T-Class submarine DAKAR vanished without a trace.   For 31 
years, the disappearance of DAKAR remained an absolute mystery, one of the biggest in the 
history of the State of Israel. 

The Final Deep Dive will chronicle the events leading up to DAKAR’s disappearance and the 
unrelenting efforts to find out what happened to its brave crew members.  Featuring 
dramatization of DAKAR’s maiden voyage and the tragic turn-of-events leading to the 
submarine’s – and crew’s – demise, as well as the questions surrounding DAKAR’s 
unexplainable 3 decades of fruitless search will finally be answered.   

Showcasing the human and military motto of no men left behind, The Final Deep Dive will 
also illustrate the astonishing efforts to locate the ship's remains, featuring details regarding 
a special – and largely unknown-  collaboration between the United States and Israeli Naval 
forces will be brought to light for the very first time.     

But most importantly, The Final Deep Dive brings the crew members back to life through 
family member interviews and testimony of Israeli military personnel.  The unknown heroes 
of the sea are finally given their just homage and deserving memorialization.   

Created by Avi Strulson, an Israeli Air-Force film veteran and educator, The Final Deep Dive 
tells an incredible story of heroism and undying commitments to the protecting the State of 
Israel.  The story of DAKAR illustrates the strength, resolve, and commitment to democracy 
of the members of Israel's Defense Forces.  By remembering the crew of DAKAR, we create 
a bridge between the past, present, and future of Israel. 

Funding is currently being sought for this monumental project.  The official funding 
campaign for The Final Deep Dive is hosted on Jewcer, enabling contributions to be fully tax-
deductible.    To learn more about The Final Deep Dive and the story of DAKAR, please visit 
https://www.jewcer.org/project/DAKAR-heroes-movie/.   
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